Abstract-Although the accurate detection of cloud shadow in AVHRR scenes is important for many atmospheric and terrestrial applications, relatively little work in this area has appeared in the literature. This paper presents a new multispectral algorithm for cloud shadow detection and removal in daytime AVHRR scenes over land. It uses a combination of geometric and optical constraints, derived from the pixel-by-pixel cross-track geometry of the scene and image analysis methods to detect cloud shadow. The procedure works well in tropical and midlatitude regions under varying atmospheric conditions (wet-dry) and with different types of terrain. Results also show that underdetected cloud shadow can produce errors of 30-40% in observed reflectances for affected pixels. Moreover, radiative transfer calculations show that the effects of cloud shadow are comparable to or exceed those of aerosol contamination for affected pixels. The procedure is computationally efficient and hence could be used to produce improved weather forecast, land cover, and land analysis products. The method is not intended for use under conditions of poor solar illumination and/or poor viewing geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Importance of Cloud Shadow Detection
S
HADOWING of the ground by clouds can generate mesoscale temperature gradients that significantly impact weather. Shadowing effects, for example, were important for proper numerical simulation of the mesoscale atmospheric circulations that led to a major convective storm system in England [1] . Likewise, in a numerical simulation of storm activity in the Texas Panhandle on April 24-25, 1982 , it was shown that cloud shadow produces 1) a much more complicated surface temperature field, 2) a large change in planetary boundary layer depth, and 3) substantial boundary layer convergence zones compared to simulations without cloud shadow included [2] . Results from these case studies are further supported by the work of Lipton [3] who showed 1) the substantial impact of shadowing on boundary layer development and mesoscale circulation, 2) the value of assimilated shadow retrievals using a case study, and 3) that cloud shadow assimilation is preferable to ignoring shadow, even if the errors in the retrieval-assimilation process happen to compound one another. The effect of cloud shadow on the generation and modification of other types of mesoscale circulation, such as the development of sea The authors are with the Digital Image Analysis Laboratory, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0237 USA (e-mail: jsimpson@ucsd.edu).
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breeze and thermally induced up-slope flows, has also been demonstrated [4] . Cloud shadow affects the accuracy of vegetation estimates as well. Such estimates are important because terrestrial vegetation, the main component of continental biomass [5] , affects the climate system over a broad range of time and space scales by modifying the surface energy balance and by influencing the exchanges of water and carbon dioxide between the land surface and the atmosphere [6] . Early studies emphasized that dust, aerosols, Rayleigh scattering and small clouds tend to increase the visible reflectance, with respect to the nearinfrared, and thus reduce the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) estimates of vegetation. Until recently, however, relatively little attention had been paid to the effects of cloud shadow on NDVI, although Pech [7] showed that, in general, vegetation and greenness indexes are compromised by the effects of undetected shadow because shadow has a greater influence on the near infrared than the visible. Viovy [8] also recognized the noise characteristics that undetected shadow imparts to NDVI. This paper develops a new, statistically reproducible, and computationally efficient procedure for the detection of cloud shadow in daytime Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) scenes over land. Results show that the effects of undetected cloud shadow are comparable to or exceed those of aerosol contamination for affected pixels and they seriously degrade both the magnitude and frequency distribution of NDVI estimates.
B. Difficulties with Computing Cloud Shadow
Cloud shadow results from the projection of the cloud structure onto the local plane of the earth, with respect to a preferential direction of incoming solar radiation. Solar azimuth angle determines the direction of preferred cloud shadow, based on the relative position of the sun and the cloud. Cloud height, solar azimuth, and zenith angles determine cloud shadow length.
For a curved earth surface, the geometry [ Fig. 1(a) ] defines the cloud height in terms of the arc length of cloud shadow on the earth's surface , the radius of the earth , the earth angle , the solar zenith angle , the Euclidean length of the side of the triangle (opposite ), the angle of deviation from a flat plane , and , which is the complimentary angle to angle . The earth angle is given by . Thus, the height of the cloud , in terms of measurable geometric quantities, is (1) 0196-2892/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE Because in (1) . Therefore, a flat plane approximation [ Fig. 1(b) ] is generally used for cloud shadow estimation. For a given azimuth angle, the cloud shadow length , projected onto the flat plane by the sun-cloud system, is given in terms of the solar zenith angle and the cloud height (2) At local solar noon, is zero and cloud shadow is minimal. Near sunrise and sunset, is large and the length of the cloud shadow can become very long. At is undefined.
For almost all satellite-based observing systems, (1) and (2) are underdetermined because both and are unknowns. In principle, data from the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) could circumvent this problem by combining information from its forward and nadir views in a stereographic analysis to determine cloud height. Unfortunately, even here, the problem can be compromised because visible and 1.6-m data from the ATSR generally have some orbit-dependent glint contamination in one of the views (see [9] for details). Thus, shadow determination generally involves making some explicit or implicit assumption about cloud height. Gurney [10] , for example, used an a priori estimate of cloud height. Some investigators have inferred cloud height from cloud top temperature. Others have used methods of digital image analysis applied to the data itself to close the problem [11] . Our approach to closure (see below) also uses elements of digital image analysis, but differs substantially from that of [11] . The relative merits of each of these methods is discussed in Section V-E.
II. CLOUD SHADOW SEGMENTATION
Several variables are needed to fully characterize the relation between cloud and shadow: solar azimuth angle, solar zenith angle, cloud height, and cloud edge; each is used to constrain and/or optimize the problem of cloud shadow detection and removal. The height of the cloud and the solar zenith angle determine cloud shadow length. The solar azimuth angle determines the direction the cloud shadow is cast by the cloud structure. Here, cloud edge is only used to optimize the search process by restricting cloud shadow detection to optically relevant areas, as defined by the other variables. No pattern matching is done.
The cloud shadow detection procedure has six steps (Fig. 2) . The set of cloud contaminated pixels in the AVHRR scene is first identified using the AVHRR Split-and-Merge Clustering (ASMC) algorithm [12] . This method can be used to detect clouds over land for tropical and temperate as well as dry and moist environments. For reader convenience, an overview of the method is given in Appendix A; details are found in [12] . The set of cloud edge pixels is extracted from the set of cloud pixels . Elements of are determined by examination of elements of in relation to the spatial structure found in small subregions (3 3 pixels kernels) around each element of using the following criterion. If for a given kernel there exists a pixel and a pixel , where , then , where is the center pixel in a subregion.
Each pixel in is adjacent to other cloud edge pixels. The relation between a pixel and its edge neighbors, computed within a 3 3 area, determines a uniquely observed edge shape for that pixel at the local scale because it can only have edge pixels above and below (a vertical shape), to its left and right (a horizontal shape), or diagonally [ Fig. 3(a) ].
Eight cloud edge shapes are defined (two horizontal, two vertical, and four diagonal) by the criteria cited above. A redundancy exists because a pixel can be on the near side or the far side of a cloud, with respect to the sun. Of course, a cloud edge pixel that lies on the near side of a cloud, relative to the sun, produces cloud shadow that is not seen by the radiometer because it falls under the cloud. The solar azimuth angle is used to constrain the eight edge shapes to those that have the highest probability of producing cloud shadow, that is, the edges on the far side of the cloud, with respect to the sun. For each solar azimuth angle, we define two cloud edge shapes that are most likely to produce cloud shadow. Therefore, for each pixel in , a logical comparison is made between observed and theoretical edge shapes. If for the given pixel's solar azimuth angle the observed edge shape corresponds to either of the two shapes associated with the pixel's azimuth angle, that pixel is included in ep , the set of cloud edge pixels with preferred orientation (relative to the scene-specific geometry) for cloud shadow generation.
For each pixel in ep , a pixel area is iteratively projected directly away from the sun by using the solar azimuth angle [ Fig. 3(b) ] and is evaluated for cloud shadow. The iterative procedure is initialized using a 5 5 area. For tile projection, the cloud edge pixel ep becomes the upper right corner of the pixel projection if , the lower right corner if , the lower left corner if , and the upper left corner if . (Note that and are equivalent). is increased by increments of one to an upper bound of 50. Pixels within the dynamically determined tile sizes T SIZE are excluded as cloud shadow contaminated using an imagespecific dynamic threshold applied as follows:
1) all pixels in the tile are scaled by the image mean; 2) dynamic threshold is computed as , where is the mean and is the standard deviation of the unscaled image-wide Channel 2 albedo, excluding water and cloud pixels;
3) a pixel in the tile is assigned to if its scaled albedo value is below the dynamic threshold. Tile projection stops as soon as nonshadow pixels are encountered [ Fig. 3(c) ]. The combination of tile projection to a maximum size with a pixel-specific direction of tile projection for each pixel in ep provides for a computationally efficient and accurate identification of cloud shadow contaminated pixels [ Fig. 3(d) ].
Channel 2 data are used because they are minimally affected by atmospheric attenuation (ozone, molecular scattering, aerosols), as compared to Channel 1 data [13] . Tanré et al. [13] also showed that, although Channel 2 reflectance is attenuated by water vapor, the apparent surface bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) seen by the satellite is much more strongly affected by aerosols than by water vapor. Our choice of Channel 2 data is consistent with the above modeling studies and simplifies the atmospheric correction requirements, which are intrinsically difficult to meet, especially in the absence of appropriate field observations. Water pixels are excluded prior to cloud and cloud shadow detection (see Section III). Thus, low-reflectance water pixels cannot be misclassified as cloud shadow. The Channel 2 data are scaled by the image mean because scaling tends to produce a cloud shadow range that is invariant over randomly selected images. The dynamic threshold was chosen for several reasons. In general, for a scene with water and cloud removed, and therefore the dynamic threshold represents pixels one standard deviation from the image-wide mean, a relatively low percentage of the image distribution.
also is a good measure of spatial variability within multivariate data (e.g., [14] ). Moreover, the number of cloud shadow pixels detected is insensitive to the chosen dynamic threshold (Appendix II).
The 5 5 initial tile size allows for cases in which some clear, bright land might exist between cloud and shadow because, at cloud-land boundaries, cloud structures tend to become diffuse and more optically transparent. Fragmentation of clouds into pieces of subpixel scale size also occurs near cloudland boundaries. These subpixel scale effects, combined with the nonspatially uniform weights of the sensor's integrating aperture, generally produce anomalous values of the measured radiance at these boundaries. The upper bound of is based on the known height distributions of high, middle, and low clouds in the atmosphere [15] . For an AVHRR pixel size (1.1 km at nadir), gives a maximum physically allowable shadow length of 77.8 km, which is sufficient to detect cloud shadow under conditions of valid illumination and viewing (see Section V).
After iterative tile projection, a local homogeneity test is applied to pixels that surround . Statistics are computed on the Channel 2 Channel 1 albedo differences within 3 3 kernels centered on these surrounding pixels. This spectral difference is used to compensate for possible errors (calibration uncertainty, atmospheric effects) in the Channel 2 data. If a tile contains more than two pixels classified as cloud shadow, the local minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the shadow pixels within the local tile are computed.
From these values, a local dynamic threshold max mean is computed. Again, water and cloud pixels in the tile are excluded. Any nonshadow pixel within the local tile whose Channel 2 Channel 1 difference is below the local dynamic threshold is reclassified as cloud shadow. This local scale test evaluates pixels in close proximity to the initially defined cloud shadow-clear land edge and assigns as cloud shadow any pixel whose difference value is slightly above the local maximum shadow difference. Such pixels are combined with to form . Postprocessing is done to eliminate statistical outliers in the cloud-free and cloud shadow-free data. Using a 3 3 search area pixels entirely surrounded by clouds, cloud shadow, or both are identified and classified as shadow. (Note: postprocessing is visible from Fig. 4 (f)-(h).) The histogram of the candidate cloud-free and cloud shadow-free Channel 2 Channel 1 difference is also computed, and pixels whose difference is 3 below the mean image difference are assigned to to form the final cloud shadow class . Typically, only 20-30 pixels from a 512 512 image are so reassigned.
III. DATA AND PREPROCESSING STEPS
Data over the western United States and Mexico were captured directly by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), University of California, San Diego. Images from Europe, Africa, Australia, South America, and Asia were captured locally in High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) mode by either NOAA or Australian field stations and subsequently archived at SIO. Image name, general geographical location, center latitude and longitude, date, local time, size, satellite, climate, and terrain characteristics are given in Table I . Climate and terrain characteristics are from the World Scene Climate Regions analysis [16] . These images provide examples of both highly variable atmospheric moisture conditions and highly variable land forms. Data were ingested at full spatial resolution from archive tapes and calibrated to geophysical units ( [17] , and updates). Oceans and large inland water bodies (blue) and coastlines (red) were excluded from the analysis using GIS coastlines, polygon fill operations, and morphological transformations [18] . A total of 50 images were analyzed. Because of space limitations, only representative results for the climates and land forms studied are presented (Table I) . , except the set of cloud pixels fCg is shown as the yellow overlay in panel (d), the set of cloud edge pixels fCeg is shown in panel (e), the set of preferential cloud edge pixels fCepg is the orange overlay in panel (f), while the initial set of cloud shadow pixels fCS i g is shown in green, the set of cloud shadow edge pixels appear as a green overlay in panel (g), the combined cloud fCg and final cloud shadow fCSg masks appear as the yellow and green overlays in panel (h), respectively. . Panel (f) shows the set of preferred cloud edge pixels ep in orange and the initial set of cloud shadow pixels (green) determined by Step 4 of the algorithm. The set of cloud shadow edge pixels about which the local homogeneity test (Step 5) is performed is shown as the green edge in panel (g). Panel (h) shows the cloud mask (yellow) and final cloud shadow set in green. Shadow in the upper left-hand corner of panels (f) and (h) is associated with a cloud not shown in panels (b) and (c), but visible in panel (a).
IV. RESULTS
A. Example of the Entire Cloud Shadow Detection and Removal Procedure
The thermal signature of cloud shadow was carefully examined for all images used in this study (not shown). Generally, it is not as pronounced as that in Fig. 4(c) . Many factors (emissivity of land surface, thermal inertia of land surface, velocity of the clouds) complicate the use of thermal data (compared to visible data) for cloud shadow detection. Therefore, we do not use a thermal signature in the cloud shadow analysis.
B. Other Examples
Figs. 5-7 each show results for two different scenes. Panels (a) and (b) show AVHRR Channel 1 and 2 data calibrated to albedo (%), respectively. The previously defined grayscale convention for albedo is used. Panel (c) is identical to panel (b), except that the ASMC cloud mask for the image is overlaid in yellow and the detected cloud shadow is overlaid in green. Panels (d), (e), and (f) are analogous to Panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively, except for a different scene. Local albedo statistics, which show the reduction in surface albedo due to cloud shadow, are given in Table II. Image 1 [ Fig. 5(a) ] is the same scene over Somalia shown in Fig. 4(a) . The albedos [Figs. 5(a) and (b)] show that this is a relatively complex scene to classify. Both large-and small-scale cloud structures appear in the scene. Moreover, the scene has both highly reflective arid land surfaces (Somalia) and moist tropical interior regions. Its climate is hot and arid, and the terrain includes a coastal mountain range [16] . The ASMC cloud detection procedure was successful in identifying these complex cloud structures [yellow overlay in Fig. 5(c) ]. Very bright areas in the scene not detected as cloud correspond to the high-reflectance Karkar desert and the Darie hills of Ethiopia [16] . These high-reflectance areas have observed satellite temperatures between 30-38 C, supporting the ASMC's classification as cloud-free land. Regions of cloud shadow, in close proximity to cloud, are also clearly visible in Figs. 5(a) and (b) . The location of detected cloud shadow [green overlay in Fig. 5(c) ] is consistent with the location of clouds in the scene and with the location of the sun, as determined by the orbit-dependent solar azimuth and zenith angles. Note that, in the upper right-hand and lower lefthand parts of the scene, there are a few isolated cloud shadow pixels. At the scale shown in this figure, the few cloud pixels present in these regions are not visible but can be seen on a high-resolution image display. It is mathematically impossible for the cloud shadow algorithm to detect cloud shadow unless cloud is present.
Image 2 [ Fig. 5(d) ] is a scene over part of the Amazon basin. It has a tropical climate, and the terrain is characterized by low mountains and sloping hills (Table I) . Both large and small clouds and especially sharp cloud shadows also are visible 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Effect of Cloud Shadow
The effect of cloud shadow on satellite-observed land surface albedo was quantitatively evaluated by computing the difference between the observed reflectance of a cloud shadow contaminated pixel and the closest cloud-free and cloud shadow-free pixel using 5 5 tiles centered about the cloud shadow contaminated and the clear pixels being evaluated. Local scale differences are used for this analysis (Figs. 4-7) , 2) natural variability in clear land surface reflectance (and emissivity) is generally very large for a typical terrestrial scene, and 3) statistics, computed on the 5 5 tiles, have more statistical degrees of freedom than isolated pixel differences. The computation was performed for all pixels in a given scene that were identified as cloud shadow contaminated. Table II gives the mean percent difference, standard deviation, maximum percent difference, and number of points evaluated. For the six scenes shown in this study, the mean differences between shadowed land and nearest clear albedo ranged from 27.1% (Image 2, Amazon) to 42% (Image 6, Great Britain). Thus, cloud shadow significantly reduces the albedo of a pixel observed by the satellite, relative to uncontaminated pixels in close proximity to it. This effect is consistent with the basic viewing and illumination physics of the problem; namely, pixels contaminated by cloud shadow have significantly lower reflectance than the actual reflectance. Generally, the mean magnitude of this effect on the local scale varies between 30-40%, and the standard deviation varies between 10-20%. The mean magnitude of the effect and its standard deviation, however, are also a function of cloud type and structure. Thus, images with many small broken clouds have a proportionately larger number of cloud edges, compared to more homogeneous clouds, and hence, for a given illumination and viewing geometry, broken clouds tend to produce more cloud shadow in the scene [e.g., Fig. 6(a) ].
B. Closure Between and
Cloud height and cloud shadow length are linked (1), (2) . Satellite image data generally provide no direct measure of . Therefore, either an explicit or implicit assumption about cloud height is required if cloud shadow is to be determined from most satellite data.
Fortunately, radiosonde and other in situ data provide good estimates of cloud height variability. Radiosonde data and a CO absorption technique [15] , for example, can be used to define three domains of cloud height: low cloud (550-1000 mb), middle cloud (350-550 mb), and high cloud (100-350 mb). Under the assumption of an isothermal atmosphere, atmospheric pressure and height are related as , where is sea level pressure, is height (m) at pressure (mb), and is a function of the ideal gas constant, the gravitational acceleration, and the atmospheric temperature [19] . Under this assumption, the above pressure ranges for different cloud types map to 0-5.5-km, 5.5-8.3-km, and 8.3-18.4-km cloud height ranges for low, middle, and high clouds, respectively. Based on these values, we assume a maximum cloud height of 20 km to cover a worse-case condition for producing cloud shadow. With this estimate of maximum cloud height, (1) and (2) can be used to estimate the corresponding maximum horizontal cloud shadow length scales produced by the different types of cloud. For this calculation, the solar zenith angle must also be restricted to conditions of good illumination, that is, avoid periods near sunrise and sunset when the Channel 1 and Channel 2 albedo observed by AVHRR are inaccurate. Therefore, the valid range of solar zenith angle is restricted to be (see [20, Appendix] ). Under these conditions, the allowable length scales of cloud shadow for low, middle, and high clouds are 0.5 to 13 km, 0.7 to 22 km, and 2 to 55 km, respectively. The choice of for Step 4 of the algorithm, when combined with the 1.1-km pixel scale of AVHRR data, produces a search tile sufficiently large to detect cloud shadow produced by high cloud.
C. Effects of Cloud Vertical Extent on Cloud Shadow Detection
Cloud vertical extent is largely dependent on cloud type. High-level cirrus and cirrostratus have relatively little vertical extent [21] . They usually occur as sheetlike filaments or clusters. Fair-weather cumulus and cumulus, however, are known for their vertical development and are characterized by their dome shape and sharp edge protuberances [21] . Typically, their base height is 0.5 km, and their vertical extent can be as large as 6 km. Cumulonimbus are heavy masses of dense cloud that often rise in the form of towers and can achieve heights nearing 13 km [21] .
For clouds characterized by moderate-to-high vertical extent, higher parts of the cloud can project shadow over adjacent, lower cloud and often beyond the cloud edge. This effect can increase the cloud shadow length and can cause the shape of the cloud shadow to differ from that of the cloud. Under these conditions, two concerns arise when detecting cloud shadow.
1) Can the procedure effectively detect shadow cast by clouds with large vertical extent such as cumulus or cumulonimbus? 2) Is the procedure sensitive to alteration of the cloud shadow shape by the presence of clouds with large vertical development? Table III shows that for a cloud with a 8-km vertical extent and a base height of 2 km (a typical cumulonimbus cloud [21] ), the proposed method of cloud shadow detection successfully considers all physically possible cloud shadow pixels (using T SIZE iteratively), even at the boundary of poor illumination levels (solar elevation ). Moreover, the cloud shadow algorithm described herein only uses cloud edge to optimize the search process by restricting cloud shadow detection to optically relevant areas (Fig. 3) . Therefore, the iterative search tile method of shadow detection developed herein satisfies both special concerns cited above. Methods that rely on matching cloud edge and cloud shadow edge shapes to detect cloud shadow and/or cloud height (e.g., [11] ), however, can be adversely affected by the vertical extent of some cloud types.
D. Relative Effects of Cloud Shadow and Aerosol Contamination on Surface Albedo
The effects of aerosol contamination on the top-ofatmosphere (TOA) reflectance observed by a satellite were investigated using aerosol models taken from MODTRAN [22] and a radiative transfer model developed by Stamnes [23] . Aerosol profiles and optical properties of various aerosol types at 47 separate wavelengths are available from MODTRAN. These data can be used to calculate the optical properties of a specified aerosol type in each atmospheric layer and in each spectral band for the radiative transfer computations by interpolation. The MODTRAN midlatitude rural spring/summer aerosol type was chosen for the troposphere because it best characterized most of the image data analyzed (not all shown). The MODTRAN background stratospheric aerosol model was also incorporated into the simulation. The MODTRAN-derived aerosol optical properties were combined with the optical properties of the atmosphere and other parameters (e.g., surface albedo and solar zenith angle) to calculate the radiative fluxes at TOA. Thirty-three levels were used in the radiative transfer model to resolve vertical inhomogeneity in the atmosphere. The computed upward and downward fluxes at TOA were used to calculate the albedo at TOA. The spectral band used in this computation (0.57-0.69 m) corresponds closely to that of AVHRR Channel 1 (0.58-0.68 m). The optical depth for the aerosol is the value at the center of the spectral band. Modeled albedo at TOA versus aerosol optical depth for three different surface albedos (0.6, 0.3, 0.1) are shown in Fig. 8 . A value of corresponds to a clear sky condition, and the largest shown in the figure corresponds to a visibility of 2 km. The percent changes in satellite-observed albedo due to cloud shadow (Table II) are comparable to the percent changes in modeled TOA albedo due to high aerosol loading (Fig. 8) .
E. Comparisons with Other Methods
Early estimates of cloud height came from satellite-derived cloud-top temperature. Such estimates often have errors 500 mb, half the height of the atmosphere [15] . If such estimates of cloud height were used to evaluate cloud shadow, the (1) and (2)].
The method of Gurney [10] is based on two assumptions: 1) assumed a priori static thresholds to identify cloud in the scene and 2) an a priori knowledge of cloud height, which is assumed constant throughout the scene. The ASMC algorithm uses image-specific, adaptive, joint, three-dimensional thresholds to label clouds in the scene (after the image-specific dynamic segmentation step) and thus completely avoids the use of static thresholds (see [12] ). Moreover, no a priori knowledge of cloud height is assumed in the cloud shadow com-putation; rather, the new procedure uses an iterative method to determine regions of homogeneous cloud shadow characteristics based on the AVHRR data within search tiles T SIZE pixels. Image analysis methods are then used to determine the observed cloud shadow within the geophysically realistic search zone.
Berendes et al. [11] use a semiautomated procedure to detect cloud, cloud shadow, and cloud height in Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) data. Cloud detection, the first step in their procedure, is done subjectively by inspection. Next, the LOG operator is used to detect cloud edges in the scene, and the histogram of the minimum/maximum of an area around each cloud edge is computed. Static thresholds are applied to histogram peaks to classify clouds and cloud shadow. Then cloud edge and cloud shadow edge pairs, which exhibit very similar shapes, are chosen by visual inspection. A generalized Hough Transform, which matches parametric curves based on scalar and/or rotational transformations, is used to perform a pattern matching between cloud edge and cloud shadow edge pairs to determine their horizontal separation distance. Finally, cloud height is computed under the flat plane approximation using the separation distance and the known solar zenith angle.
This method has several limitations. First, the histogram classification of edges is dependent on the success of the LOG operator to accurately locate the cloud and shadow edges in the image. This calculation is very sensitive to the value of used with the LOG operator (see [24, references] ). The Hough transform pattern-matching method, as used by [11] , requires that cloud edge/shadow edge pairs be manually chosen; thus, making the procedure infeasible for large data sets or image wide analysis. Moreover, [11] assumes that the shadow seen by the Landsat imager is entirely produced by cloud pixels at the cloud edge, (i.e., that the cloud has no vertical extent), but note that the vertical extent of clouds, even near the edges, is capable of distorting cloud shadows. Similarly, specific solar geometry, coupled with optically thin cloud at the edge, often causes cloud shadows to be larger or smaller than the cloud that produced it. Both of these effects can compromise pattern matching between cloud and cloud shadow edges used by [11] .
Our approach is fully automated, including the critical first step of cloud detection. Thus, it is less subjective and more amenable to large data set processing than the method of [11] . Our cloud edge detection relies solely on local cloud morphological structure and has no adjustable parameter analogous to the LOG operator's . Moreover, cloud edge pixels are not used in a pattern matching sense to detect cloud shadow, as is done by [11] . Rather, the set of preferred cloud edge pixels ep is used to optimize the search process by restricting cloud shadow detection to optically relevant areas (Fig. 3) . The histogram of the maximum/minimum used by [11] is image specific and rarely (based on our computational experience) exhibits a particular peak that corresponds to cloud edge. In fact, cloud edge is often the most compromised area in a scene due to subpixel effects. We avoid this potential problem because we do not use histograms to detect either cloud or cloud edge.
A brute force method for eliminating cloud shadow can be implemented by excluding all pixels within a 15-20-km static zone surrounding all clouds in the scene. We performed such an analysis (not shown) on Image 1 (characterized by small clouds) and Image 2 (characterized by large clouds). In each case the ASMC cloud mask was used to locate clouds in the scene. The percent cloud cover for Images 1 and 2 is 20% and 28%, respectively. The brute force method detects 42% and 39% cloud shadow contaminated pixels, respectively. The new procedure (Fig. 2 ) identifies 13% and 6.8% cloud shadow pixels. These representative results show that such a brute force approach to cloud shadow detection will necessarily exclude large regions of valid data because it also excludes pixels along cloud edges parallel to the incoming radiation. Such edges cannot produce cloud shadow. The implication for composite images is even more troublesome.
F. Effect of Cloud Shadow on NDVI
Because plants have a distinct spectral signature (low reflectance in the visible part of the solar spectrum, high reflectance in the near infrared part of the spectrum [25] ), Tucker [26] suggested that the presence of living vegetation could be detected from satellite data (e.g., AVHRR) if data from the red and near-infrared spectral regions were used. Since that time, the NDVI, defined as NDVI (3) has been used to study continental land cover, global vegetation phenology, and net primary production of grasslands [27] - [29] . In (3), and are the measured reflectances in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions, respectively. The NDVI ratio is bounded over the closed interval . NOAA Global Area Coverage (GAC) values of NDVI over different land surfaces typically vary between 0.1 and 0.6 [30] . NOAA Local Area Coverage (LAC) values have a broader range [31] . Clouds, water, and snow are more reflective in the visible than in the near-infrared and thus have negative NDVI values [32] . Rocks and bare soil have similar responses in the two spectral regions and thus can produce small positive and/or negative NDVI values near zero [33] . Fig. 9 (a) and (b) show histograms of NDVI for Image 2 (Amazon Basin) and Image 3 (Australia), respectively. These cases were chosen because they represent the tropical and desert vegetation cases, respectively. In each panel, three different histograms are shown: scene containing land, cloud and cloud shadow (solid line), scene with cloud detected and removed (dash dot line), and scene with cloud and cloud shadow detected and removed (dash line). In these graphs, colors are laid down in the order black, red, and green. Therefore, in regions of overlapping curves, only the color laid down last is visible. These histograms show that cloud shadow can produce both negative and low-positive values of NDVI, especially in highly vegetated areas where cloud shadow attenuates otherwise high NDVI values [ Fig. 9(a) ] and in desert regions [ Fig. 9(b) ] where exposed rock and bare soil/sand with different reflectances are abundant. Because of this natural variability in NDVI, simple thresholding schemes cannot accurately classify pixels contaminated by cloud shadow in an arbitrary scene. From the point of view of clear land analysis and particularly vegetation studies, cloud shadow contaminated pixels are properly considered a source of noise because they introduce inappropriate variance into the NDVI statistics. Unfortunately, such pixels have generally not been removed from NDVI-based land cover products. Moreover, biome boundaries are often identified on the basis of spatial gradients in NDVI. This can lead to false biome classification through inaccurate estimates of spatial gradient, derived from cloud shadow contaminated NDVI. These problems can be significantly exacerbated in NOAA GVI products due to their GAC-reduced spatial resolution and the tests used to remove clouds in the GAC data. (Note that the relatively low-NDVI mode value 0.3 for the Amazon scene [ Fig. 9(a) ] partially results from uncorrected aerosol and water vapor effects [13] . Correction for these effects is not central to the present discussion.)
G. Performance
The cloud shadow analyses were performed on a HewlettPackard J210 workstation with 256-MB RAM and 8-GB disc. Although the J210 has two processing units, only one was used. Image size is 512 512 pixels. Images are made fully RAM resident to avoid I/O inefficiencies [34] . Cloud shadow detection (Steps 2-6 in Fig. 2 ) takes 4-6 s per image. Thus, the cloud shadow procedure could be used to produce large land product data sets. A full swath (typically 4000 2048 pixels) would be processed in about 120-180 s.
H. Noise Issues
Dropouts in satellite images are usually associated with loss of synchronization between the satellite and ground receiving station. Dropouts contain no information and can corrupt cloud and cloud shadow detection. Such lines should simply be deleted from the image.
Random speckled noise may appear in satellite data. Such noise must be removed from the data prior to use of either the ASMC algorithm or the cloud shadow detection procedure because the anomalous (high or low) values associated with these pixels can compromise the various statistical measures used. A selective median filter works well for removing this type of noise [12] .
AVHRR Channel 3 data often are contaminated with highly variable sensor noise. The ASMC procedure is unaffected by moderate levels of Channel 3 noise. Occasionally, however, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the Channel 3 noise is too large and poor segmentation results. Use of Wiener filtering techniques [35] will produce a restored Channel 3 signal.
I. Limitations
Algorithmic Limitations: Because the cloud shadow detection procedure uses ASMC cloud detection as its first step, the limitations of the ASMC algorithm apply. A detailed discussion of these is given by [12] . Effectively, they place In these graphs, lines are laid down in the order solid, dash dot, and dash. Therefore, in regions of overlapping curves, only the line type laid down last will be visible.
very few limitations on the use of the algorithm. In fact, the ASMC algorithm is currently being used by the United States National Weather Service in conjunction with a new snow detection algorithm [36] to estimate areal extent of snow cover in AVHRR scenes. Actual cloud shadow detection (Fig. 2 , Steps 2-6) is sensitive to the accuracy of modeling the relevant illumination and viewing angles. A good orbit model and frequently updated and accurate orbital elements are required.
No restriction on image size is imposed by either the ASMC or cloud shadow procedures. In fact, both have been used on images as large as 1024
2048. Natural variation in land surface characteristics and latitudinal dependences in crosstrack geometry, however, imply that statistical dimensionality can be minimized by restricting scene size. Reduced statistical dimensionality always produces better classification skill. Therefore, we recommend decomposing large scenes (continental scale) into subsections, analyzing each subsection, and reassembling the final product. Given current limitations on most workstations, this also optimizes performance.
Data Limitations: Conditions of poor illumination can degrade the quality of albedo observations (e.g., [20, Appendix] ). Therefore, neither the ASMC algorithm nor the cloud shadow detection procedure should be used under conditions of low sun elevation (i.e., ). Typically, such conditions occur within 1-2 h of sunrise and sunset. Areas of the image that are poorly viewed by the satellite produce similar but less severe errors as poor pixel illumination. Within this context values of large satellite scan angle are associated with a larger atmospheric path length for reflected radiance and may produce errors in both Channel 1 (aerosolrelated) and Channel 2 (water vapor-related) reflectances. Such large deviations from nadir viewing should be avoided. Poor viewing geometry, especially when coupled with low solar altitudes, can degrade the accuracy of both cloud shadow and cloud-base height estimates. Scene-specific orbits should always be used to check viewing and illumination.
J. Application to MODIS Data
NASA is scheduled to launch the MOderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on its first EOS satellite later this decade. The ASMC procedure can be adapted to MODIS data [12] . Thus, accurate orbit models and updated orbital elements are all that is required for cloud shadow detection in MODIS data using the new procedure.
APPENDIX I OVERVIEW OF THE ASMC CLOUD DETECTION ALGORITHM
The AVHRR ASMC algorithm [12] uses a partitional clustering algorithm augmented by a splitting and merging step at each iteration to detect clouds in AVHRR data over land. The procedure produces clusters that simultaneously minimize within cluster variance and maximize between cluster variance. The clusters are assigned a geophysical label (e.g., cloud and clear) by using an adaptive labeling procedure.
A. Segmentation Step
The input data consist of -dimensional column vectors. Each column vector corresponds to a given pixel location within the input image, and each component of the column vector corresponds to a single spectral or derived value at that location. For the ASMC algorithm, ; each vector is defined as
where is the Channel 2 albedo, is the surface temperature derived from Channel 4, and is the temperature difference between Channels 3 and 4, subject to the constraint that negative differences are mapped to zero.
The clustering operation proceeds as follows. 1) Distribute the initial cluster centers equidistant throughout the range of the input data
where the maximum and minimum vectors of the entire data set and , respectively, are defined as the component-wise maximum and minimum of the spectral or derived inputs. 2) Assign each input vector to the nearest cluster center by computing the Euclidean distance from the vector to each cluster center
(where is the total number of clusters), and assign the vector to the cluster that corresponds to the minimum . In (A.3) and elsewhere, superscript denotes the transpose operation. we stop the clustering process and move on to the labeling stage. In the convergence check above, represents the between-cluster scatter matrix from the previous iteration and tol is a predefined numerical tolerance. 5) For each cluster , compute the distance between the component-wise cluster maximum and minimum vectors (A.7)
where the cluster minimum and maximum vectors are defined by a procedure analogous to that used for the image minimum and maximum vectors in (A.2); they are the component-wise cluster minimum and maximum vectors. If is greater than the splitting threshold , split the cluster by reassigning each vector to one of two new clusters, based on whether it is closer to the maximum or minimum. 6) Repeat
Step 5 until nothing is split during that step. If is less than the merging threshold , combine all vectors in clusters and into a single cluster.
8) Repeat
Step 7 until nothing is merged during that step. 9) Based on the current cluster centers, repeat the process beginning at Step 2. The process outlined above uses four predetermined parameters: the number of initial clusters , the splitting threshold , the merging threshold , and the convergence tolerance tol . All four are relatively easy to determine because, as [37] has shown, the clustering procedure is largely insensitive to the values chosen.
B. Labeling Step
The labeling criteria for ASMC are based on an adaptively determined decision plane that splits the three-dimensional (3-D) input space (albedo, temperature, temperature difference) into clear and cloudy regions. Define as the minimum albedo component of the -cluster mean vectors. Similarly, is the minimum temperature difference, and is the maximum temperature component. The scenespecific adaptive labeling threshold values th , th , and th are determined from an adaptive threshold of the appropriate component of the input data of the entire image using the following procedure: 1) for a given input component, select the image mean as an initial threshold; 2) use this value to divide the image into two groups having new means and ; 3) define a new threshold as the average of and ; and 4) iterate until the adaptively computed threshold remains constant. The complementary roles of the dynamic split and merge thresholds used to segment the image and the adaptive labeling thresholds used to label the segments (cloudy versus cloudfree) are discussed by [12] .
Given a cluster mean vector with components , the cluster is labeled as cloud if it falls outside the polyhedron defined by the adaptive labeling thresholds and the extrema of the cluster means. A cluster will be labeled as cloud if the inner product of the cluster mean vector and the adaptively determined decision plane is positive (i.e., if the normal vector from the decision plane to the cluster center points outward from the polyhedron). Detailed algebraic rules of labeling, based on the image-specific parameters defined above, are given by [12] . These rules do not compute a single static threshold for the entire scene.
C. Validation
Since publication of the ASMC procedure, in situ observations have become available to quantitatively evaluate its cloud detection accuracy. The ASMC procedure, in conjunction with the Multi-Spectral Multi-Stage Snow Detection (MSSD) algorithm [36] , for example, has been used to separate snow from cloud and from clear land over a variety of terrestrial environments. Classification accuracy, based on a statistical comparison with 412 SNOTEL observations, is 97% [36] . The ASMC process has also been used to cloud screen Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) data over globally distributed ocean images [9] . Sea surface temperatures (SST) at locations corresponding to buoy data supplied by the British Meteorological Office were computed. The linear regression model for the ATSR-SST and buoy SST pairs has a slope of 0.995, intercept of 0.065, and correlation coefficient of 0.995. The mean difference between the 41 pairs is C C rms error. Again, the cloud detection accuracy of the ASMC procedure is supported by the available ground truth data.
APPENDIX II
A. Scaled Albedo Values and Resolution
The albedo of either Channel 1 or Channel 2 is linearly related to the counts of the channel by Thus, for an SA image, the minimum resolution is given by NC (B.4) which is a constant for a specific image/sensor.
B. Sensitivity to Dynamic Thresholds
Step 4 of the cloud shadow detection procedure uses imagespecific dynamic thresholds to classify pixels in the scene as cloud shadow contaminated. The algebraic form of the threshold is (B.5) where and are the mean and standard deviation of the Channel 2 albedo, respectively. The sensitivity of the cloud shadow classification to the chosen dynamic thresholding method is evaluated by varying the weighting parameter in (B.5).
For the image used to compute the sensitivity graph ( Fig. 10), , and , which yields a resolution of 0.04 scaled units (B.4). This value confirms what is seen in the sensitivity graph; changes in by less than 4% show no change in the number of pixels detected as cloud shadow. The step function nature of the sensitivity curve [ 3% change in pixels detected as cloud shadow for 4% increments in in (B.5)] corresponds to the quantization limit of the AVHRR Channel 1 and Channel 2 sensors. All of our results use in (B.5). Therefore, the cloud shadow dynamic threshold used in Step 4 is within the albedo resolving limit of the AVHRR sensor. A similar argument holds for the dynamic threshold used in Step 5 of the cloud shadow procedure.
